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We can use data to find the valid I/O sequences



Hankel matrices





For DeePC, we divide each Hankel matrix (input and output) into

● one Hankel matrix for the past measurements

● one Hankel matrix for the future measurements



MPC DeePC



MIMO DeePCSISO DeePC

What is the difference between the two formulations?



Block Hankel matrix:

MIMO DeePC Hankel Matrix

Markovsky, Ivan, Linbin Huang, and Florian Dörfler. "Data-driven control based on the behavioral 
approach: From theory to applications in power systems." IEEE Control Systems (2023).

MIMO DeePC

What is the maximum rank for a Hankel matrix for a MIMO system with noiseless data?



MIMO DeePC Hankel Matrix



The effect of noise on the Hankel matrix



MIMO Systems: it is helpful to know the “lag” of the system

For observable SISO systems,              



Lecture slide correction

What should the lower bound be on T?



The (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data

If there is noise in the data, the DeePC optimization can (and most likely) will choose  trajectories 
that are not feasible for the true system. 

Often, these trajectories use large g vector values. Why?
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The (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data

If there is noise in the data, the DeePC optimization can (and most likely) will choose  trajectories 
that are not feasible for the true system. 

Often, these “misled optimistic” trajectories use large g vector values. Why?

Hand-wavy intuition: 
The over-optimism comes from the g vector selecting trajectories that are only possible after adding noise. The 
noise contributes smaller singular values than the true data. To activate the trajectories that are created by noise 
and correspond to small singular values, the g vector must be large. 

How can you avoid selecting the “misled optimistic” trajectories?



Addressing the (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data



Addressing the (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data

Is the 0-norm constraint convex?



Addressing the (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data

Is the 1-norm constraint convex?

Will the 1-norm still induce sparsity on g?



The unit ball for some different norms (and pseudo-norms)



The 1-norm and sparsity

Fif. 3.11 from Elements of Statistical Learning by Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman



Addressing the (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data

Is the 1-norm constraint convex? Yes.

Will the 1-norm still induce sparsity on g? Yes.

Do we know     ?



Addressing the (misled) optimism of DeePC with noisy data

This is regularized DeePC

What is the effect of large     ? Small      ?



Choosing 

Dörfler, Florian, Jeremy Coulson, and Ivan Markovsky. "Bridging direct and indirect data-driven control formulations 
via regularizations and relaxations." IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control 68.2 (2022): 883-897.

Jeremy Coulson’s Ph.D. Thesis, “Data-enabled Predictive Control, Theory and Practice”
https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/bitstream/handle/20.500.11850/596662/7/Thesis.pdf

https://www.research-collection.ethz.ch/bitstream/handle/20.500.11850/596662/7/Thesis.pdf


An (often) necessary slack variable for DeePC with noisy data

Why is     often necessary when there is noise in the data?


